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Background

Mechanical Modeling of Soft Biological Tissues
Image-navigated surgery
Surgery simulation
Diagnosis of disease

Modeling is OK but identification is not

Challenges

Non-uniform heterogeneous properties
(location dependent E and ν)



Principle

Measurement dense deformation fields using Measurement dense deformation fields using 
MR volumes before and after deformation.MR volumes before and after deformation.

NonNon--uniform uniform physical parameters physical parameters are estimated are estimated 
using using the the deformation fields.deformation fields.

MR images Deformation fields Heterogeneous properties



Overview of the proposed method

1.1. For For eextracted feature points xtracted feature points 
in the initial MR volume, in the initial MR volume, 
track their track their corresponding corresponding 
points in the deformed MR points in the deformed MR 
volume.volume.

2.2. Obtain sparseObtain sparse deformation deformation 
fields corresponding to fields corresponding to 
feature point matchesfeature point matches..

3.3. InterpolaInterpolatete the sparse into the sparse into 
the inner dense deformation the inner dense deformation 
fields.  fields.  
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Feature extraction and matching
--feature extraction

To extract feature points from MR volumes, we To extract feature points from MR volumes, we 
expanded 2D Harris operator to form a 3D expanded 2D Harris operator to form a 3D 
feature point extraction operator. We have feature point extraction operator. We have 
autoauto--correlation matrixcorrelation matrix

With eigenvectorWith eigenvector

To determine the feature points, we define a To determine the feature points, we define a 
response function response function RRFF

wherewhere

IIxx : image gradient along x orientation: image gradient along x orientation

IIyy : image gradient along y orientation: image gradient along y orientation

IIzz : image gradient along z orientation: image gradient along z orientation

Note:Note:

Those Those voxelsvoxels whose whose RRFF exceed a given exceed a given 
threshold will be regarded as feature threshold will be regarded as feature 
pointspoints



Feature extraction and matching
--feature extraction

FFeature points in eature points in one one slice.slice.

Represents the location of feature point

Feature points distributeFeature points distributedd in in 
different slices of the volume different slices of the volume 
according to their zaccording to their z--coordinates.coordinates.

3D Harris operator to extract feature points



Feature extraction and matching
--feature matching

Two steps Two steps for for point matching (IEEE/CME2007 )point matching (IEEE/CME2007 )

First matchingFirst matching

Correlation score

RelaxationRelaxation

Cost function

Strength of match (SM)

SM is the key of cost function



SM Function In Relaxation
----firstfirst SMSM

SM functionSM function

Relative distance Relative distance 
differencedifference

Gibbs distribution Gibbs distribution 
of residualof residual

SM

NNormalizing ormalizing 
constantconstant

ResidualResidual

is an attention constant.  The 
principle of     selecting  is to 
ensure the    of those pairs with 
large residual quickly decrease 
as    increasing.



An An improved SM is defined as:improved SM is defined as:

where weight of each potential match is given as:where weight of each potential match is given as:

with notationswith notations

SM Function In Relaxation
----improved SMimproved SM

Relative Relative 
distance distance 

differencedifference

Orientation Orientation 
constraint constraint 

factorsfactors

SM

Correlation Correlation 
ScoreScore



Why?Why?

The deformation direction of different areas are The deformation direction of different areas are 
different (nondifferent (non--uniform object)uniform object)

The direction of deformation fields in a local area should The direction of deformation fields in a local area should 
be consistent (nonbe consistent (non--uniform object)uniform object)

If a candidate match is a potential match If a candidate match is a potential match (PM),(PM), we we 
expect to see more expect to see more PMsPMs whose deformation direction whose deformation direction 
consistent with currently candidate match, on the consistent with currently candidate match, on the 
contrary, we expect to see few or even none.contrary, we expect to see few or even none.

How ?How ?

Using the angle between the candidate match and Using the angle between the candidate match and PMsPMs
in its neighborhood to determine the contribution ratio in its neighborhood to determine the contribution ratio 
of each of each PMsPMs in SM computation.in SM computation.

SM Function In Relaxation
----improved SMimproved SM



ConciselyConcisely
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SM Function In Relaxation
----improved SMimproved SM



To determine the weight of each matches To determine the weight of each matches 
in the neighbor, we classify the direction in the neighbor, we classify the direction 
of deformation fields to 8 types in 2D case of deformation fields to 8 types in 2D case 
and 26 types in 3D case. and 26 types in 3D case. Ideally
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Note: the weight of red matches should take 0 in 
SM(.) computation of match 0, and the weight of 
blue matches should take 1 in ideally case, 
however, equal or less than 1 in actually case.

SM Function In Relaxation
----improved SMimproved SM



In this way, each deformation field will take an In this way, each deformation field will take an 
orientation value within [1, 8] in 2D case or [1, 26] orientation value within [1, 8] in 2D case or [1, 26] 
in 3D case as it direction.in 3D case as it direction.

The notation         is determined by the angle The notation         is determined by the angle 
between candidate match and between candidate match and PMsPMs in its in its 
neighborhood:neighborhood:
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SM Function In Relaxation
----improved SMimproved SM



Flow chart of implementation 
BeginInitial and 

deformed MR 
volumes

Input data

Feature extraction
(Expanded Harris operator)

Rough matching
(Correlation score)

Form initial PMS

if 1tt −< εε

Calculation cost
function tε

End

Form PMS
(According to SM)

Output finally PMS

N

Y

Measure Sparse 
deformation fields

Dense deformation 
fields

Performing linear 
interpolation in 
tetrahedrons

G
lobal R

otation (R
) 

and Translation (T)

Absolute 
orientation
(unit quaternion)

Iteration

Previous works

Feature matching 
(introduced above)

Deformation fields 
measurement (next 
introductions)



Modeling algorithm
Find the 1st vertex

Find the 2nd vertex

Find the 3rd vertex

(Anyone in the points set)

Min{dis(p1,pi)}, i=1,…,n

(satisfy Delaunay principle)

Find 4th vertex to 
form one tetrahedron

p1

p5

p2

p4

p3

p6

p7

pi

1st vertex

2nd vertex

3rd vertex

∆

1. Min{dis(c,  )}
2. There is no other vertices 
inside the circum-sphere

∆

Push facets of tetrahedron  
into triangle list

Is triangle list null?

Pop out 
one facet

End
Y

N

p1

p5

p2

p4

p3

p6

p7

pi

p9
4th vertex

where:
c: is the center of circum-sphere

: represents the plane of triangle∆

Note:
Different color of 
points represent 
the z coordinate 
are different.



Modeling result

Modeled using 771 
points ( 4344 tetras )

Irregular tetrahedra model of 12 
random simulation points ( 20tets )

Regular dispersed simulation 
points (9*3=27 points)

modeling

Face view (48 tetras ) Side view

Actual volume from 
human calf 



Deformation fields measurement 

（1）

（2）

（3）

（4）

Local coordinates of initial MR volume and deformed MR volume

Local deformation corresponding to points in the PMS

Sparse local deformation fields measurementSparse local deformation fields measurement

Interior dense deformation fields interpolationInterior dense deformation fields interpolation



Experimental results
--sparse deformation fieldssparse deformation fields

Initial volume of part human calf

deformed volume of corresponding area

Deformation magnitude on the node of FE model

Points in first volume: 1000

Points in final volume: 5000

Node numbers: 771

Tetrahedrons: 4344

Dark green: non deformation
Orange: deformation magnitude

approximate to 29.00



Evaluation 

We cWe compareomparedd our method with the robust feature our method with the robust feature 
matching algorithm proposed by George Q. Chen in 2001.matching algorithm proposed by George Q. Chen in 2001.

First, re-sampling the initial volume using two sets of 
deformation fields. As the result, two computation volumes are 
obtained.
Then, computation the root mean squared (RMS) of residual 
differences between computation volumes and actually 
deformed volume, respectively.



Comparison

George’s approach Our  approach

Note:  The numeric data tell us that the matches obtained using George’s approach are 
more than those obtained using the proposed approach.  We will test cases where there 
are more inaccuracy matches.



Visualization of interior dense deformation fields

Deformation Field numbers: 10,000

（George Q. Chen ）

Deformation Field numbers: 10,000

（Our approach）



Visualization of interior dense deformation fields

Deformation Field numbers: 30,000

（George Q. Chen ）

Deformation Field numbers: 30,000

（Our approach）



Evaluation

ProPross
ComComparedpared with with a previous a previous registration registration methodmethod, the , the 
proposed approach more suitableproposed approach more suitable for interior deformation for interior deformation 
fields measurement.fields measurement.
The proposed approach fits for nonThe proposed approach fits for non--uniform objectuniform objectss..
The proposed approach needThe proposed approach need notnot initial contour or surface.initial contour or surface.

ConConss
The proposed approach need robust feature matching The proposed approach need robust feature matching 
algorithm.algorithm.
The feature numbers inside The feature numbers inside the the object affects the accuracy object affects the accuracy 
of interior of deformation fields.of interior of deformation fields.



Identification of Deformation Parameters

1. Push a target soft object by 
another of which parameters 
are known.

2. Measure inner deformation of 
the both.

3. Identify parameters at the 
interface bet. the known and 
the unknown.

Identification without 
force/pressure sensing in MR



Conclusions

•• Deformation fields based on feature point trackingDeformation fields based on feature point tracking..
•• EExperimentxperimental resultal results s suggestsuggest our approach our approach works wellworks well..

Ongoing

•• Evaluation using tissue phantomsEvaluation using tissue phantoms
•• Deformation property estimation without Deformation property estimation without 

force/pressure sensing in MRforce/pressure sensing in MR


